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AUGER
Tackle fence work, foundations, and drainage work with a versatile auger.

 + Auger options include various bit offerings, base unit flow configurations, and 
maximum RPM speeds

 + Exceptional warranty coverage of 5 years on the gearbox and 1 year on  
non-wear systems

 + Auger bit options include light/standard duty, heavy-duty (difficult ground 
conditions), wide diameter (planting), and extreme duty (rock)

 + Heavy-duty designs feature a cast steel boring head, a hardened drive-in gage 
(outside) and wisdom (inside) teeth, and hardened points

 + Include extensions for even deeper penetration based on your specific 
application needs

Works with: 
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BROOM/SWEEPER
Discover more applications for your broom/sweeper the more you use it.

 + Available in 60-, 72-, 84-, 96-, 108-, and 120-inch widths to fit a variety of  
job site needs

 + Increase versatility and control with manual or hydraulic angle adjustments
 + Bi-directional motors on some models provide forward or reverse sweeping
 + Quick-change brush models also available to maintain productivity and reduce 

downtime for routine maintenance
 + Consider options like a hopper or pick-up broom to increase your efficiency at 

keeping the job site clean
 + Consult the full list of broom models and options to find the one that best fits 

your needs

Works with: 

TREE SHOVEL
Remove the old and dig holes for the new with this simple shovel.

 + Easily transports and places trees and shrubbery
 + Digs holes for tree planting
 + Efficiently scoops small trees and pries stumps
 + Works great for placing decorative features like rocks and stones
 + Made from 0.375-inch plate steel and features a sharp, tapered edge

Works with: 



4-IN-1 BUCKET
Experience the power of four attachments in one with the 4-in-1 bucket. This is a 
must-have for any diverse landscaper.

 + Functions as a traditional bucket as well as a clam, dozer, and scraper 
 + Hydraulically actuated from inside the cab with fingertip controls
 + Compatible with tooth bars and bolt-on edges
 + Available in various widths from 66 to 93 inches (capacities ranging from 14.2 ft3 

to 1.2 yd3)
 + Optional spill guards increase bucket capacity
 + Also works well as a material spreader

Works with: 
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CONCRETE BUCKET
Eliminate manual labor and carry more mixed concrete to the pour site.

 + This concrete bucket allows you to more accurately pour mixed concrete into 
the form without the hassle of extra equipment

 + Available in 1/2- and 3/4-yard capacities
 + Hydraulically actuated gate provides precise concrete pour meterings
 + Dispenses concrete safely and easily into column and wall forms
 + Ideal for pools and patios
 + Removable chute extension
 + Easily cleaned and flushed out when the job is done

Works with: 

SIDE DISCHARGE BUCKET
Collect and discharge mulch, sawdust and sand, or backfill with a variety of 
materials like stone, compost, or topsoil. 

 + Scoop and spread only the amount you need—don’t over dump 
 + Front edge acts like a normal bucket, with a rubber conveyor belt on the bottom 

that throws material out of the bucket to the right or left
 + Available in 60-, 72-, and 84-inch widths
 + Adjustable discharge gates on left and right sides
 + Rubber discharge belt with exposure baffle
 + Sawdust model includes agitator to eliminate binding
 + Equip with a bolt-on cutting edge for even greater performance

Works with: 
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AUTO RAKE/LANDSCAPE RAKE
Take the hassle out of grooming and prepping the seedbed, and watch your 
productivity flourish.

 + Easy to use for site cleanup and soil preparation; breaks up clods and levels soil
 + Collects materials ranging from 3/4-inch to 6 inches in size for easy,  

hands-free removal
 + Shroud opens hydraulically for easy dumping into a truck or waste container
 + Available in 66- and 76-inch widths to match your collection and  

equipment needs
 + Operates using standard auxiliary hydraulic flows and pressures

Works with: 

GRADER RAKE
Easily follow compound grades while scarifying and leveling hard-packed soil 
with this grader rake’s full-floating design.

 + Tines increase digging action for grading and separate debris for site cleanup
 + Angles 35° from left to right for windrowing of loose or large debris
 + Oscillates 18° for crowning pathways/roads
 + Available in 82-, 92-, 97-, and 102-inch widths
 + Front castor wheels for accurate leveling to the ground contour
 + Includes hydraulic hoses and quick disconnects for fast setup and easy control 

from the operator’s cab

Works with: 

POWER RAKE 
Prepare seedbeds with greater professionalism and consistency using a power 
box rake on your skid steer or compact track loader. 

 + These versatile tools provide site cleanup, leveling/grading, and seeding 
preparation all in one attachment 

 + Power rakes are available in 72-, 84-, and 90-inch configurations with manual or 
hydraulic angle adjustment controls

 + Optional front electric control places even more function at the  
operator’s fingertips

 + Operates in forward or reverse direction
 + Carbide-tipped teeth provide long-lasting performance in the  

harshest environments
 + Reversible end plates provide greater control of cast-off material for a cleaner 

finish, or windrowing when removed entirely
 + Dual independently adjustable gauge wheels allow for skim passes and  

cutting grades
 + Ideal for seedbed preparation, landscaping, and trench restoration

Works with: 



Be sure to check machine hydraulic requirements to ensure proper  
attachment needs are met. 

TRENCHER
Lay conduit and sprinklers, cut drainage, and create foundation trenches with a 
trencher that will pay for itself in time and labor savings.

 + Variety of options and configurations available. Discuss needs and applications 
further with your dealer

 + Standard and high auxiliary flow to meet job demands
 + Digging depths of 30 to 48 inches to fit most applications
 + Heavy-duty boom crumber with replaceable wear strips
 + Provides for tight operating zone with single side spoil augering, as well as 

standard manual side shift (hydraulic optional)
 + Several tooth options available: cup, shark, rock, and frost
 + 50,000-lb., 2-inch anti-back flex chain for tooth pattern versatility to support 

many soil types and conditions

Works with: 
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STEEL TRACKS
Get more traction and productivity with these easy-to-install steel tracks for 
your skid steer loader. 

 + Track kits include tracks, hardware, and ratchet/strap installation tool
 + Unbolts easily and lies flat on the trailer when not needed
 + Lengths and widths to fit most tires on the market
 + Optional wheel spacers provide needed spacing between tire and chassis

Works with: 

TILLER
Leave a tractor behind and conquer job site leveling, soil mixing, and seedbed 
prep with this heavy-duty tiller.

 + Working widths of 52 to 78 inches (overall width 67.8 to 94.8 inches)
 + Cutting depth of 6 inches
 + Dual rotation with bi-directional tines are standard
 + Standard flow (14 to 25 gpm) and high flow (28 to 40 gpm) models available
 + Industry-exclusive optional scarifiers precut rough crust to improve  

tiller efficiency
 + Industry-exclusive offset mounts (on specific models) provide tight cuts  

around obstacles
 + High torque-efficient chain system and heavy frame handle tough applications, 

and tension is easily adjusted with a cam mechanism

Works with: 
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IMPORTANT: CASE Construction Equipment Inc. reserves the right 
to change these specifications without notice and without incurring 
any obligation relating to such change. Availability of some models 
and equipment builds vary according to the country in which the 
equipment is used. The illustrations and text may include optional 
equipment and accessories and may not include all standard 
equipment. Your CASE dealer/distributor will be able to give you 
details of the products and their specifications available in your area.

 
 
 

CASE Construction Equipment is biodiesel-friendly

NOTE: All engines meet current EPA emissions 
regulations. All specifications are stated in 
accordance with SAE Standards or Recommended 
Practices, where applicable.

Always read the Operator’s Manual before operating 
equipment. Inspect equipment before using it, and 
be sure it is operating properly. Follow the product 
safety signs and use any safety features provided.
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